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Why choose mediAvatar Blu-ray to iPad Converter?

Rip blu ray movies and convert M2TS to iPad MP4
Copy blu ray movies to iPad with high-definition quality
Extract soundtrack from blu ray movies and convert blu ray to iPad music
Clip/crop/merge/split blu-ray movies
Add and adjust blu-ray movie subtitles, effects and watermarks

mediAvatar Blu-ray to iPad Converter can rip blu ray movies and convert blu-ray M2TS to
iPad H.264 HD movies, or H.264, MPEG-4, MOV videos. Meanwhile, you can also extract
soundtracks from blu ray movies and convert them into iPad music files.
With the utilization of video clipping, merging, splitting, cropping, effect adjusting and many
more, you can convert blu ray to iPad movies with customized effects you want.
Output Device & File Format Support
Copy blu ray movies to iPad using mediAvatar Blu-ray to iPad Converter and watch
them with your iPad on the go.

Key Features

Allows you to adjust the image brightness, contrast and saturation to the effect you
want, and even add artistic effects (gray, negative, old film, etc.) to your blu-ray
movies.
Add subtitles to your blu ray movies or replace original subtitles with new ones; embed
picture or text watermarks to the movies to mark them as your own.
Not only preview original and clipped movies, but also preview after-effect-editing
movies in real-time, and even preview the original and after-effect-editing movies
abreast for comparison.
The output parameters (resolution, bit rate, frame rate, sample rate, resolution, codec,
and quality, etc.) of any profile are available for your special adjustment.
Adjust the output file size of blu-ray movie to the value you want with the assistance of
Bitrate Calculator.
Simultaneously rip and convert multiple M2TS files in your blu-ray discs into iPad
movies.
The blu ray to iPad converter can be worked in the background, sparing CPU
resources for other running programs.
Preset the blu-ray to iPad ripper to auto exit, shut down, hibernate, or stand by your
system after a task is complete.

Output Devices Supporteded
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iPad 2, iPad 1gen

Input File Formats Supported

Blu-ray Discs (.m2ts)

Output File Formats Supported

Video     H.264 HD, H.264, MPEG-4, MOV
Audio     AAC, AIFF, M4A, MP3, WAV

System Requirements

OS :     Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Processor :     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :     256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :     50MB space for installation
Graphics Card :     Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Others :     BD-ROM; AnyDVD HD v6.5 or above; UDF2.5 Driver (for Windows XP
only)
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